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What is animal fighting?
Animal fighting is a brutal blood sport that is almost always operated solely for the purpose of conducting illegal 
gambling. The animals are specifically bred and trained to attack each other. The fights typically end in the death of 
one or both combatants. Even if an animal survives the fight, many succumb to their injuries later, and losing animals 
are often discarded, killed or brutally executed as part of the “sport.”

In the United States, animal fighting most often 
involves dogs or roosters. Owners of fighting 
dogs starve them to make them more aggressive, 
beat them, place heavy chains around their necks 
to increase muscle mass and force them to run 
on treadmills for endurance. Fighting dogs are 
often given a variety of legal and illegal drugs, including anabolic steroids to enhance muscle mass and encourage 
aggressiveness. Narcotic drugs may also be used to increase the dogs’ aggression, increase reactivity and mask pain 
or fear during a fight.

Like dogs, birds that are used in cockfighting are routinely given steroids and other drugs to induce violent behavior. 
Owners attach gaffs and knives to the birds’ legs and place them in a small ring, where they fight to the death.

Animal fighting is usually connected to other crimes including drug dealing, illegal weapons possession, prostitution 
and money laundering.

How prevalent is animal fighting?
As with any other illegal underground activity, it is impossible to determine how many people may be involved in 
animal fighting. According to the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA), the number of 
people involved in animal fighting in the U.S. is in the tens of thousands and the number of animals is in the hundreds 
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of thousands. While organized animal fighting activity seemed to decline in the 1990s, many law enforcement and 
animal control officials feel that it has rebounded in recent years, with the Internet making it easier than ever to 
exchange information about animals and fights.

Federal animal fighting laws
Under current federal law, it is a felony crime to sponsor or exhibit an animal in a fighting venture, to buy, sell, deliver, 
possess, train or transport an animal for fighting purposes, to use the Postal Service or other interstate means to 
promote animal fighting, to buy, sell, deliver or transport cockfighting implements and to bring a minor to an animal 
fight. 

Agents seize 300 roosters, break up cockfighting ring
In 2018, Washington State Gambling Commission agents investigated a cockfighting ring in Kitsap County. Multiple 
fights were being held on the weekends, with wagers ($100 - $2,000) being placed on each fight.

During a search warrant, agents collected evidence of animal fighting including breeding records, gaffs and medical 
kits. More than 300 roosters were also seized. The seized roosters were humanely euthanized on site by certified 
animal control staff.

Two ringleaders were arrested on charges of professional gambling, animal fighting, ownership in gambling device 
and leading organized crime. In total, 27 people were detained at the residence.

Agents seize fighting dogs, arrest breeders
In 2015, the Washington State Gambling Commission and the Seattle Police Department conducted an undercover 
sting operation into a Seattle dog fighting ring ended with two people in jail and a number of dogs being rescued.

The investigation began when animal control officers were called to a South Seattle home after getting complaints 
about barking dogs being tied up in the back yard.

Two suspects ran a website where they sold pit bulls, claiming the dogs had bloodlines of famous fighting dogs. When 
undercover officers posed as buyers, the suspects showed them photos and videos of their dogs fighting.

During a search warrant, officers rescued five dogs, which were kept in deplorable conditions. They also seized four 
guns, illegal dog fighting training devices and $26,000 in cash.

Both suspects were arrested on charges of animal cruelty, animal fighting and professional gambling.
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